
ESSAY ON GLOBALISATION OF EDUCATION

Free Essay: In this modern era, the term â€œglobalizationâ€• is used, accepted, and treated widely in most parts of the
world. It is a worldwide movement toward.

How does the Globalization Work? Sign Up Message from Sophia! Educational institutions must be governed,
led and managed to benefit the stakeholders. Through globalization, more innovations are achieved, for e. Silk
was the major item from China along the Silk Road; other goods such as sugar and salt were also traded.
Essay on Globalisation â€” In India Essay 3 â€” Words Exchanges and integration of social aspect of people
along with their cultural and economic prospects is what we term as Globalization. The positive impacts of
globalization include the simplification of business management through efficiency. In the first twenty years
of man and machine collaboration, technology isolated people to a certain degree, leading to an inward search
of meaning between the two. The international phenomenon of global culture presents many implications and
requires a specific environment to flourish. The term globalization was in existence since mids. As a positive
effect, India is witnessing the speedy completion of Metro projects across the country. That is how Harvey
summarised the term globalisation. In saying so, education itself would also not be able to effectively be the
means to develop a country. Due to the MNC culture, the small-scale industries are losing their place in the
market. It also leads to an increase in demand for goods, which in turn calls for more production and
industrialization. To meet the challenges of the global knowledge economy, higher education leaders need to
change their priorities Mihel,  Types of Globalization: Globalization does not just transform a sector unless the
strategies are related to that specific sector. Newer challenges, newer opportunities are day-by-day in front of
Indian industries, which are profitable and prospective. Globalization also enhances a faster flow of
information and quick transportation of goods and services. As a result, the production quality is enhanced and
employment opportunities are also rising in the domestic countries. Quality of human resource is the key to
all-round development of nation. The vitality and efficiency of ours system of education would be tested by
the extent it acquires a worldwide star attraction. Question is; do we really know what it is all about?
Conclusion: In conclusion, it is evident that globalization results in both negative and positive consequences.
In the global perspective, ours man-power is getting out-dated and rated third grade. When the boundaries of
countries and continents matter no more, and the whole world becomes one global village in itself.
Advantages of Globalization: As the word itself suggests, this policy involves all the nations across the globe.
When adopting cultures from other people, it is important to be keen on the effects of the culture on the people
and the existing culture being practiced. Conclusion: Despite all its disadvantages, globalization has
transformed the entire globe into a single market irrespective of its region, religion, language, culture, and
diversity differences. Modern globalisation can be sub-divided into early modern and Modern. Fourthly, our
educational system should respond to the needs of time and society. These powerful institutions are now
involved in writing curriculums, and online learning materials for various governments around the world. But,
in the s the rich countries pressurize the WTO World Trade Organization , World Bank affianced in
improvement financing activities , and IMF International Monetary Fund to let other nations spread their
trades by introducing market and trade in the deprived and emerging countries. Intergovernmentalism is the
treatment of national governments and states as the major basic factors for integration.


